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SUMMARY

Communications is becoming increasingly important for power system applications. Internet Protocol/Multiprotocol Label Switching (IP/MPLS) has the potential to significantly improve the performance and efficiency of power system communications compared with legacy time-division multiplexing (TDM) solutions, without sacrificing the reliability of safety-critical systems such as protection.

This paper reports on the requirements and performance of the conventional IEEE C37.94 and emerging IEC 61850 protocols for delivering current differential protection over an IP/MPLS network. Several configurations and parameters are investigated, and the paper highlights the key differences.

A number of trade-offs must be carefully observed when specifying IEEE C37.94 parameters to meet the latency and bandwidth requirements for each protection application. IEC 61850 Sampled Values requires greater bandwidth than IEEE C37.94, but the potential for improved and faster acting protection – such as for backup intertrip schemes, as demonstrated the paper – may justify its use for wide-area protection.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Communications is becoming increasingly important for power system applications. Several new communications-enhanced protection and control schemes are emerging, including for managing the impact of distributed generation [1], for enabling fast-acting protection and restoration [2], [3], and for wide-area system monitoring and integrity [4], [5]. The use of the IEC 61850 standard offers many compelling advantages for these schemes, including high-speed Ethernet communications, a standardised data model, a standardised configuration methodology, and vendor interoperability [6].

Many types of power system protection have very stringent requirements for communications, specifically: low latency, symmetrical latency, and low jitter [7]. Conventionally, time-division multiplexing (TDM) has been used to minimise jitter and to provide dedicated bandwidth. These systems typically also offer resilience to link failure. However, TDM systems are inherently inflexible and make inefficient use of available bandwidth, particularly when multiple services – such as phasor measurement unit data, supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA), voice telephony, and video surveillance – must be supported [8].

Internet Protocol/Multiprotocol Label Switching (IP/MPLS), a proven and widely deployed technology with service providers worldwide, is already seeing adoption in the power industry and in other sectors. IP/MPLS networks can provide significant improvements in network flexibility, efficiency, and ease of management – and in a cost-effective manner. For example, quality of service and traffic management ensure that critical services, such as protection, can be prioritised over other traffic and are provisioned with sufficient bandwidth [9]. Furthermore, IP/MPLS supports carrying both traditional circuit-switched and more modern packet-based traffic.

This paper demonstrates and analyses the use of commercial IP/MPLS and protection relay hardware to support power system protection functions using multiple protocols: IEEE C37.94 [10], IEC 61850-9-2 Sampled Values (SV) [11], and IEC 61850-8-1 Generic Object-Oriented Substation Event (GOOSE) [12].

2. IP/MPLS FOR POWER SYSTEM PROTECTION

IP/MPLS has many compelling applications in power system communications. The overall motivation for using IP/MPLS for power system protection is to improve efficiency in multiple areas:

1. A teleprotection “c-pipe” creates the effect of a dedicated time-division multiplexing (TDM) link, using the Pseudo Wire Emulation Edge-to-Edge (PWE3) architecture [13]. An emulated TDM pseudo wire over IP/MPLS does not suffer from the potential bandwidth inefficiency which can be associated with TDM; IP/MPLS only uses the bandwidth when data has to be sent, contrary to TDM where a time channel is reserved at all times.
2. IP/MPLS offers significantly better operational flexibility than TDM technology: provisioning a new protection service or modifying an existing service is a straightforward task in an IP/MPLS network. In a TDM environment, it is more cumbersome due to the static assignment of the time slots.
3. Multiple networks can be combined into a single unified IP/MPLS network, rather than operating separate networks for protection and for other functions. This lowers costs:
3.1. Utilities do not have to procure and maintain separate TDM and IP equipment; instead a single IP/MPLS router fulfils both roles. Tailored hardware interfaces for the IP/MPLS equipment ensure that legacy substation equipment does not need to be replaced, but can take advantage of an IP/MPLS network.

3.2. A single IP/MPLS network reduces the diversity in management software, staff training requirements, and physical footprint (i.e., rack space usage).

4. IP/MPLS is a future-proof solution, contrary to legacy TDM technology where products are experiencing end-of-lifecycle issues. Telecommunications service providers are increasingly abandoning leased lines services, creating difficulties for pure TDM deployments.

IP/MPLS can also substantially improve communications performance. Adding MPLS to an IP packet-based network makes it connection-oriented, similar to TDM, with deterministic label-switched paths. Further enhancing this with quality of service (QoS) ensures prioritization and correct operation of protection services in failure situations when the available bandwidth is scarce. The power industry is, however, relatively conservative in investing in new technologies, particularly for safety-critical system such as protection.

3. HARDWARE IN THE LOOP DEMONSTRATION

3.1. Overview

A hardware in the loop demonstration is a powerful technique for testing real devices under many possible scenarios [14], [15]. Figure 1 illustrates the hardware in the loop arrangement for the studies described in this paper. Two commercially-available current differential protection relays implement differential protection for a two-terminal line. The power system has been simulated using a real-time digital simulator (RTDS) which can interface with the hardware protection relays. An RTDS allows power system faults and other events to be simulated in real-time, and the response of the relays can be monitored in detail. The full laboratory arrangement is shown in Figure 2.

3.2. Integrating IP/MPLS Communications

3.2.1. IEEE C37.94

The protection relays used in this investigation support IEEE C37.94 communications for differential protection. The IP/MPLS network is implemented using commercial IP/MPLS
service aggregation routers. Each IP/MPLS router is fitted with a voice and teleprotection interface card for direct connection to the protection relays, as illustrated in Figure 3.

![Figure 3: Simplified IP/MPLS network for differential protection](image)

A direct, full-duplex optical link has been used for the physical connections between the IP/MPLS routers; other transport technologies, such as microwave and digital subscriber line (DSL), are also possible. Reference [16] discusses the performance of differential protection using IP/MPLS over legacy DSL links. A “c-pipe” service has been configured within the IP/MPLS routers to emulate a TDM service. Table I describes the parameters which have been investigated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Typical values</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C37.94 slot size</td>
<td>1 to 12 slots</td>
<td>Defines the end-to-end usable bandwidth: 64 to 768 kbps, respectively. The underlying communications medium must provide this bandwidth, plus the MPLS overhead.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frames per MPLS payload</td>
<td>2 to 12 frames</td>
<td>The number of C37.94 frames per MPLS payload defines the packetisation delay, because the ingress IP/MPLS router must wait for the relay to deliver data. E.g., for 4 frames per payload, the packetisation delay is $4 \times 125 \mu s = 500 \mu s$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPLS payload size</td>
<td>2 to 144 bytes</td>
<td>This value is not varied directly, but is dictated by the slot size and the desired number of frames per MPLS payload, because an integer multiple of frames should be included in each MPLS payload. E.g., for a slot size of 8, at 4 frames per payload, the payload size would be $8 \times 4 = 32$ bytes. Larger payload sizes lead to increased latency, but make more efficient use of the available bandwidth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jitter buffer size</td>
<td>1 to 4 ms</td>
<td>The jitter buffer is necessary for ensuring that a constant stream of data is provided to each protection relay such that the protection algorithm remains stable, regardless of variations in actual delay. The jitter buffer is “played-out” by the egress IP/MPLS label edge router (i.e., the “exit” node of the MPLS network) when half full, so it adds a fixed delay of half the buffer size.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.2. IEC 61850-9-2 Sampled Values

IEC 61850-9-2 SV communications is typically only applicable within substation local area networks (LANs), such as for providing busbar protection. This paper explores the potential
for wide-area SV communications using IP/MPLS. Figure 4 illustrates the laboratory arrangement for using packet-based IEC 61850 SV rather than TDM-based IEEE C37.94. Each merging unit is responsible for generating time-synchronised SV packets from the measured voltage and current waveforms according to the recommendations in [17] (to be superseded by IEC 61869-9). For protection applications, this leads to approximately 5-6 Mbps of bandwidth required per SV stream. Each protection relay analyses the SV data from each end of the protection line, and transmits GOOSE messages containing the trip status. The “smart” circuit breakers are responsible for subscribing to the appropriate relay trip GOOSE messages to actuate the circuit breaker trip coil after the trip data attribute is set.

A virtual private LAN service (VPLS) has been configured to transport the Ethernet-layer SV and GOOSE data over the (emulated) wide-area IP/MPLS network. An “e-pipe” service would also be suitable for this application. It is also possible to encapsulate SV and GOOSE packets within routable layer-3 IP packets, as described in IEC 61850-90-5; this is not necessary for a pure IP/MPLS network (which also has the benefit of constant latency due to the deterministic label-switched paths and packet prioritisation).

For this arrangement, prototype protection relays which support SV and GOOSE communications and the smart circuit breakers have been implemented on microcontrollers, using the method described in [6].

3.3. IP/MPLS Network Redundancy

There are three main ways of organising the IP/MPLS network, in terms of the redundancy provided:

1. A simple “chain” without redundant paths (Figure 5).
2. A ring or mesh with automatic fast reroute (Figure 6), or
3. A ring or mesh with explicitly-defined redundant data streams (Figure 7).

Modern IP/MPLS routers support a fast reroute capability which reroutes traffic to an alternate path within approximately 50 ms, in the event of a link or node failure in a ring (Figure 6). This is only available for optical fibre links. At present, this delay is not tolerated by commercial differential protection relays, which typically expect a maximum delay in the range of 6-30 ms. Unless this restriction can be relaxed within protection algorithms, fully-redundant paths must be used to help provide resilience against equipment failures.

Figure 4: Differential protection using SV and GOOSE over IP/MPLS
Figure 5: “Chain” of routers – no redundancy possible

With full redundancy (Figure 7), the switchover process is instantaneous and automatic; the protection relays select the data stream with the lowest delay. The drawback of full redundancy is that dedicated bandwidth is used simultaneously on both paths.

Note that duplication of the IEEE C37.94 physical optical interface, as depicted in Figure 7, is not necessary – particularly if using SV instead, which is a multicast Ethernet protocol – but it provides further hardware redundancy.

4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

4.1. IEEE C37.94 Delay and Jitter Analysis

Table II and Table III provide a cross-section of typical results which illustrate the trade-offs in the design of the communications system:

- Comparing Tests 1 and 2, it can be seen that increasing the jitter buffer size – which may be necessary for protection stability – increases the measured propagation delay.
- As illustrated by Test 4, a large payload size improves bandwidth efficiency, but a relatively large jitter buffer is necessary to offset the packetisation delay.
- Increasing the number of hops in the IP/MPLS network has a very small effect on the propagation delay: typically up to 30 µs per hop. Differential protection has been demonstrated to operate correctly over relatively large IP/MPLS networks [18].
Increasing the number of C37.94 slots helps to reduce the propagation delay, at the expense of increased bandwidth requirements.

### Table II: Propagation delay results, for a “chain” of IP/MPLS routers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test #</th>
<th>IP/MPLS routers</th>
<th>Number of slots</th>
<th>Payload size</th>
<th>Jitter buffer</th>
<th>Propagation delay</th>
<th>Bandwidth efficiency</th>
<th>Bandwidth used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>24 bytes</td>
<td>1 ms</td>
<td>1.58 ms</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>1.73 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>24 bytes</td>
<td>2 ms</td>
<td>2.18 ms</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>1.73 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>48 bytes</td>
<td>2 ms</td>
<td>2.32 ms</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>1.25 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>144 bytes</td>
<td>4 ms</td>
<td>3.8 ms</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>0.93 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>24 bytes</td>
<td>2 ms</td>
<td>2.23 ms</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>1.73 Mbps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table III: Propagation delay results, for a ring of IP/MPLS routers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test #</th>
<th>IP/MPLS routers</th>
<th>Number of slots</th>
<th>Payload size</th>
<th>Jitter buffer</th>
<th>Propagation delay</th>
<th>Bandwidth efficiency</th>
<th>Bandwidth used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>24 bytes</td>
<td>2 ms</td>
<td>2.18 ms</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>1.73 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>24 bytes</td>
<td>2 ms</td>
<td>2.12 ms</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>1.73 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2 bytes</td>
<td>2 ms</td>
<td>4.75 ms</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>1.02 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12 bytes</td>
<td>4 ms</td>
<td>6.46 ms</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>0.22 Mbps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Tests 1 to 7, in the worst case (with full redundancy) the link utilisation was 0.36% of the available bandwidth of 1 Gbps. In Tests 8 and 9, the link bandwidth was artificially reduced to 2 Mbps and 1 Mbps, respectively; the payload size was consequently reduced to meet the reduced bandwidth. Although relatively low bandwidth use is possible, it can be seen that the use of bandwidth is relatively inefficient (each payload requires 30 bytes of MPLS overhead) and that the propagation delay is generally higher; the increased delay may be unacceptable for some protection applications.

With several parameters to configure, it is often not clear how to select the best compromise, particularly when bandwidth is constrained. This additional complexity is undesirable to utilities.

### 4.2. IEC 61850 Sampled Values and GOOSE

SV streams require significantly more bandwidth than IEEE C37.94: 5-6 Mbps compared with 64-768 kbps (before MPLS encapsulation). For two-terminal protection, as depicted in Figure 4, 0.54% of the IP/MPLS link bandwidth is required. Nevertheless, SV transfers much more information –the full three-phase voltage and current waveforms – which is potentially useful for future faster-acting protection applications, compared with the fundamental component current phasors [16] which are transferred using the IEEE C37.94 protocol. SV also requires accurate time-stamping within each merging unit; this is not typically necessary with IEEE C37.94-based relays, which instead require that the propagation delay is symmetrical and that the delay variation is eliminated.

IEC 61850-8-1 GOOSE communications has been used to send trip commands from the protection relays to the local circuit breakers (which are simulated in the RTDS), and to implement a backup intertrip scheme to ensure proper isolation at both ends of a faulted circuit. Table IV compares the trip times, following inception of a single-phase to earth fault, for IEEE C37.94-based and IEC 61850-based protection. The trip times for primary protection for each protocol are generally comparable, but GOOSE messaging offers a
considerable improvement in backup intertrip times. Using IP/MPLS, GOOSE packets to not suffer the inherent delays involved with IEEE C37.94 and can be prioritised above other traffic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table IV: Comparison of protocol trip times and bandwidth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fault occurs (ms)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trip message sent (ms)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Circuit breaker tripped (ms)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Backup intertrip (ms)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bandwidth used (Mbps)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. CONCLUSIONS

IP/MPLS has the potential to significantly improve the efficiency of power system communications compared with legacy TDM solutions, without sacrificing performance or reliability. MPLS technology is already seeing adoption with several utilities.

This paper has reported on several configurations and parameters under investigation. A number of trade-offs must be observed when specifying IEEE C37.94 parameters to meet the latency and bandwidth requirements for each application.

The paper has highlighted the differences in the requirements and performance of the IEEE C37.94 and IEC 61850 SV/GOOSE protocols for delivering current differential protection over an IP/MPLS network. Sampled Values clearly requires greater bandwidth than IEEE C37.94, but the potential for improved protection performance – such as for reducing the latency of backup intertrip schemes – may justify its use for wide-area protection.
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